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Special fastener solutions

The Fidlock concept
Based on a globally unique technology, Fidlock offers innovative, user-friendly 
fastener systems that revolutionise the market and its conventional solutions.  
The Fidlock concept combines the advantages of a magnetic fastener with  
those of mechanical locking functionality.
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Special fastener solutions 

The 3-point lock is the �rst magnetic and mechani-
cal three-point fastener that can be operated with 
one hand. It is easy to open by sliding it to the side 
and closes simply and automatically thanks to the 
magnetic system. The fastener is ideal for use on 
items such as baby buggies and strap systems.

3-point lock

# 05170

for strap width 25 mm / 40 mm

Load capacity o.A. Weight 44 g

V-buckle 25

# 07204

Load capacity 70 kg Weight 22 g

cube lock 

# 09013

Load capacity 60 kg Weight 43 g

The V-buckle 25 was developed for use in situa-
tions where security is important and for straps 
with a width of 25 mm. It opens by tilting the 
stainless steel �ap. The greater the weight bearing 
against it, the more force is required to open it. This 
means that it is self-securing. It is therefore ideal 
for carrying babies or even for dog collars.

The SNAP cube lock is the innovative solution for
secure attachment and adjustment of all kinds
of objects, no matter how heavy. Thanks to the
universal assembly option in 90° steps, various
objects can be linked in connections that will
never twist around.
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